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Who is Coach Approach Ministries?

• Founded in 2005
• Mission is to express and expand God’s 

kingdom through coaching
• Committed to coaching that is both 

Christian in perspective and 
professional in quality



BEST PRACTICES

• Lots of attendees, so everyone 
is MUTED.

• Use the Q&A feature to ask 
questions and share anytime
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Today’s Agenda

Why the world needs Executive 
Christian Coaches

What are the benefits of 
becoming an ECC?

How do I become an ECC?



The world is full of God-given 

potential that’s just waiting 

to be unleashed!



All things are 

created twice. 

There is a mental 

(first) creation, and 

a physical (second) 

creation. 
– Dr. Stephen R. Covey



The world needs 
expanded imagination!
 A hopeful future
 Bigger dreams 
 Clearer goals
 Designed actions



Imagination must be combined 
with hard work!
 Knowing what to do
 Commitment to follow 

through
 Accountability
 Encouragement 



As an Executive Christian Coach, you help others:

gain greater clarity and conviction for a meaningful dream,

expand their options for turning the dream into reality,

boost their motivation for taking the necessary steps.



• A medical doctor in the Midwest coaches her patients to make real changes.

• A grandmother in Kenya coaches a group of women to know their true identify in Christ.

• A pastor in New York coaches members of his church live more fully.

• A young man near Portland earns a living coaching executives and business teams.

• A retired minister on the East Coast uses coaching to earn some extra money while doing 
what he loves most: helping younger ministers.

• A young mother in London grew her confidence as a coach and is now boldly enrolling 
clients who benefit greatly from her coaching.

• A stay at home dad in Northern California gets to help people all over the world while 
still providing much needed care for his children.



Why Become an Executive Christian Coach?

✓ Join God where 
God is at work in the world

✓ Sense of fulfillment by 
helping others

✓ Stream of income while 
being of service



Executive
Capable of coaching leaders at all levels of an 
organization, including the highest levels.

Christian
Incorporating resources and perspectives God makes 
available.  Coaching as a Christian, not coaching that’s 
limited to working only with other Christians.

Coach
Practicing the discipline of coaching at a level that is on par 
with (or exceeds) the best trained coaches in the world.



Quality
128 hours of training, 15+ hours of mentor coaching, 
ongoing feedback, final assessment, ICF-approved.

Trusted
Training Christian coaches all over the world since 2005.

Practical
Real world application taught by real world coaches.

Affordable
Significantly better value than comparable programs.



How to Become an Executive 
Christian Coach

• ICF-approved classes (128 hours)

• Mentor coaching (15+ hours)

• Written feedback (3 times)

• Final assessment



CAM Training Courses
CAM 501 Foundations for Christian Coaching
CAM 502 Establishing a Dynamic Coaching Relationship
CAM 503 Coaching Change, Transition, and Transformation
CAM 504 Coaching and the Brain as a Learning Catalyst
CAM 505 The Language of Coaching
CAM 506 Personal Coaching
CAM 507 Coaching Teams and Groups
CAM 508 Coaching for Spiritual Formation
CAM 509 Using Assessments in Coaching
CAM 510 Coach Approach to Leading and Managing
CAM 511 Growing Your Coaching Practice
CAM 512 Coaching and Positive Psychology
CAM 513 Coaching Church Planters

The ECC is requires the 
courses in bold, and is 
customizable by 
selecting 2 of the 
remaining courses 



CAM 501 CAM 502

CAM 503 CAM 505

CAM 506 CAM 511

Elective Elective 

Group Mentor Coaching

Advanced Mentor Coaching

Feedback #3

Feedback #2

Feedback #1

Final Assessment

CAM 101

The ECC provides the ideal 
combination of training courses, mentor 
coaching, and feedback all designed to 
help you develop into a highly 
qualified coach.

The process is capped off with a final 
assessment that ensures you are 
coaching at a professional level.

And our team (especially Danelle!) is 
available to support you every step of 
the way! 



CAM 101
+ CAM 501 & CAM 502
+ Group Mentor Coaching

+ Feedback #1
+ CAM 503 & CAM 504
+ Feedback #2
+ CAM 505 & CAM 506
+ Feedback #3
+ CAM 5XX & CAM 5XX
+ Advanced Mentor Coaching
+ Final Assessment (graded at PCC level)



Your path to the ECC starts with 

CAM 101 (online, on-demand), 

followed by CAM 501 (online), 

which begins February 4th.

Classes are Tuesdays at 1PM 

Eastern Time. 

Check your email for a code to take CAM 101 at no cost.



Questions and 
Comments
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